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Agricultural system resilience:

The ability to adapt and self manage

Complexity Can be your Friend
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But identifyingthe hubs in a social

that this alternative approach could beeffective even if the immunizations reached
only a small fraction of the overall population, provided that the fraction contained the hubs.

thoggh, what if doctors targeted the hubs,
or the most connected individuals? Research in scale-free networks indicates
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But they are highly vulnerable to a coordinated attack against
their hubs (bottom panels).
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network (top panels) can fracture the system into noncommunicating islands. In contrast, scale-free networks are
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then spread the virus throughout
tire system.

traditionalpublichealth
approach of random immunization
could easily fail because it would very likely neglect a number ofthe hubs. In fact, nearly everyone
would have to be treated to ensure that
the hubs were not missed. A vaccination
viruses spread
in many cases

for measles, for instance, must reach 90
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appear to be scale-free, suggests that scientists should take a second look at the
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Complexity: The catalyst to
resilience

Farming is at a turning point

fast-depleting arsenal of crop protection products,
unacceptable biodiversity impacts; and
increasingly scarce water resources

• Even if we maintain historic innovation rates, demand will outstrip supply by 2050
• No accepted strategy for maintaining even these rates in the face of a:
•
•
•

We wont meet challenges by doing more of the same

We need a step change in the way we farm and consume food

We need systems
approaches

A system is not optimised by optimising the parts

The main opportunity is to quantify and optimise at the
whole-system level
•

When we optimise ONLY the food system there will be disruption
Winners and losers along the food chain

•
•

Food security nexus
Figure 2 | Risks Interconnection Map (RIM) 2011

Food security nexus
(highest of all risk + impact)

Soil as a Hub in the Global Risk Landscape
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Soil as a Hub

SOIL as a hub
Stores 70% of our water
Produces 99% of our food
Is the basis of human health

Supports terrestrial biosphere by (re)cycling nutrients
Regulates climate through GHG emission and sequestration

Breaking this down
•

•

Secure soil function = Sustainable (Resilient) agricultural systems

Social licence to operate is a core system component (let’s make this a positive)

Soil is a hub affecting all = All humans are agricultural stakeholders

Some Key important points towards sensible system approaches:

•
We have some core pressures:
Produce more (growing population)
Use less land (competing land uses)
Conventional systems

Share the problem (agriculture & community)
Change the system
Create new markets

There are many opportunities:

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

We need a framework to deliver this

The role of soil
security

•

•

•

Connectivity (landholders, consumers, all)

Capital (Cultural, Social, Natural, Economic)

Condition

Capability

5 Dimensions

•

Codification (must have policy)

= Productivity

•

Goal:
User driven sensible policy that rewards good
management, provides productive/profitable
agricultural systems, and delivers ecosystem
services

Towards a framework that pays
landholders for good practice

The premise of Soil Security is reward land mangers for doing a good job –
society values good management and is willing to pay (harnessing social
licence).

•

•

•

Adoption of evaluation strategies for soil condition to inform best soil
management at local spatial and temporal scales (payment mechanism);

Development of a National Soil Capability Statement at facilitating a National
Account for Soil;

Development of an agreed quantitative spatio-temporal framework for each
dimension (We CAN map this).

How this works:

•

Reporting the value of the soil asset through developing a statement of
Australia’s Natural Capital (establishing the market value);

•

•

•

Creating a set of agreed regionally and soil-specific best land-management
practices;

Increasing society’s connectivity with the soil by recognising it as one of
Australia’s greatest national assets (society drives the market value);

A National Account for Soil that recognises the value that soil contributes to the
financial and business sectors;

This requires:

•

Developing incentives that reward, or provide tax credits for individuals or firms
that adopt best management practice to secure their soil. (the investable asset)

We have started the conversation

Markets are establishing:
Federal Government:
biodiversity credits scheme

“Agricultural systems are valued by
and integrated with society,
delivering enhanced natural, social
and economic capital, so current
and future generations can thrive”
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Soil Science Australia - Soil Security:
https://www.soilscienceaustralia.org.au/media/content/files/Soil_Science_Australia__Soil_Security_Position_Paper_November_2018.pdf

Centre for Sustainable
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“Agricultural systems are valued by and integrated with
society, delivering enhanced natural, social and economic
capital, so current and future generations can thrive”

